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1. What and Why, “Smart” Mat
h Textbook? 



What is a “Smart” textbook? 
•  “SMART!” is a slogan to condense a new kin

d of educational system proposed by Korean 
government for cultivating creative manpower
. 

•  “SMART” is an abbreviation of Self-directed, 
Motivated, Adative, Resource enriched, Tech
nology embeded. 

•  “Smart” textbook means a well organized digi
tal textbook to be used for carrying out the ab
ove S, M, A, R, T education 



What is a “smart” textbook? 
•  “Smart” math textbook is to activate students’

 action based experience in understanding co
ncepts and exploring problem solving proces
s, which is not easy to be embodied in a pap
er textbook. 

•  This is not same as a digitalized (or computer
ized) supplementary material to be used in te
aching a paper textbook. 

•  This is a “book” to be used as a main material
 like a paper book.  



Why smart textbook? 
•  Rare technology use in classroom 
•  Since 1980, many excellent software like LO

GO, GSP, Cabri, Cabri 3D, Fathom, EXCEL h
ave been introduced for mathematics educati
on 

•  There have been various pre- and in-service 
programs to teach how to use them for teachi
ng mathematics. 

•  We can find easily many mathematics teachi
ng materials in many websites. 



Technology Use in classroom 

•  Together with software, since 1980, variou
s innovating technological devises like PC,
 Internet, notebook, tablet PC, and project
or have been supposed to change a classr
oom environment. 

•  However, practically, technology use in ma
thematics classroom seems to be far less t
han expected 

 



An Inconvenient Truth 

•  A few teachers only have used computers in t
heir mathematics classroom (Jung, 2014) 

•  In many cases, the use is not helpful or efficie
nt as well as even improper (Jung & Lew, 201
2) 

•  Such a wonderful software and innovating to
ols might impact so little in teaching practice f
or mathematics education. 



Why? 
•  Crucial factors for the successful of technolog

y use in math education include the following(
Drijvers, 2012): 
•  the design of the digital tool 
•  corresponding tasks exploiting the tool’s ped

agogical potential, 
•  the role of the teacher 
•  the educational context. 

•  Agreeing with him totally I want to switch the 
task to the “textbook” as a broader concept. 



Textbook as a crucial factor 
•  A ready-made paper textbook is believed (in 

Korea and Asian countries) as the “nearly on
e kind” of material teachers use in their classr
ooms. It causes a “negative” view of teacher 
on media and methodology including assess
ment because teachers depend on it too muc
h. 

•  It might be a main culprit to make classroom 
environment passive and to make teachers c
onservative. 



Textbook & Teachers 

•  Because a paper textbook is usually well o
rganized in itself, teachers generally depe
nds on the textbook’s order and contents. 

•  Teachers do not usually try to change a te
aching sequence of the textbook and re-int
erpret textbook because it is easier for the
m to just follow all of the textbook.  



Textbook & technology 
•  Basically a paper textbook is designed to tea

ch well without computer.  
– They prefer the traditional “chalk and board” to ot

her tools like computer in their classrooms.  
•  Textbook written on paper does not match we

ll with the dynamic character of computer.  
– There are many examples of computer use on  te

xtbooks (for the purpose of getting approval by M
OE), but, they do not induce a meaningful enquiri
ng process based on spontaneous activities by st
udents themselves.  



Textbook & Technology 

•  Computers are sometimes actually used for t
eachers to show something dynamic procedu
re to be appeared in the textbook. “Draw a ta
ngent line of Circle O through point P” 

 



Technology & Textbook 
•  Teachers or textbook author who use technol

ogy like this might be a sinner, maybe an unp
ardonable sinner if the teacher do not reflect 
on his or her sins!! 

•  Technology itself cannot save our current mat
hematics education that “most of all students 
dislike mathematics”, like set theory could not
 make a “new math” to save mathematics edu
cation at the time of the new math movement 
of 1950, 60s (Meder, 1959) 



Textbook & Technology 
•  Furthermore, here, students see teacher’s explana

tion through screen and there is no chance to appr
eciate the fact because every classroom has only 
one PC, projector and screen. 

•  “Teachers talk and show and students see and he
ar”: Long tradition to mislead mathematics educati
on in Korea!! 

•  Naturally, the activities related with technology are 
not assessed in mathematic, which means that act
ivities with computers cannot be a matter of conce
rn of students. 



Why Digital math textbook? 
•  All students have to do something rather than seei

ng. Classroom with a paper textbook is not enoug
h for good math education. We need a dynamic te
xtbook for all students to explore something on tab
let PC rather than just seeing teacher’s explanatio
n. 

•  Digital textbook might provide the environment for 
all students to appreciate mathematics  discussing
 with teachers and peers based on their activities. 

•  This is just a starting point rather than a solution!! 
Let’s go to some issues!! 



2. Issues for Math Digital Text
book 

 
Authoring Tool 

Concepts of DT 
Classroom Environment 



Smart Education Policy 

•  Korean government proposed “Agenda for ac
tion: SMART education for cultivating human 
power for the future” (MOE, 2011) 

•  Goals: 
•  Transition from uniform and standardized edu

cation for 20th century industrialization era to 
selective, integrative and custom-made educ
ation to cultivate learner’s creativity for 21st c
entury information era. 



How to drive forward Smart Educati
on? 

•  Government provided four methods to drive f
orward Smart Education:  
– Dynamic Digital textbook 
– On-line education 
– Sharing system of various ready-made materials 
– Qualifying teacher education  

•  Today, I want to focus on the first issue: Dyna
mic Digital textbook for mathematics educatio
n 



Digital Textbook in mathematics 

•  Government expected to finish the developm
ent of Digital Textbook of science, mathemati
cs, social study and English by 2013 and to h
ave a field experiment for them in 2014. 

•  However, mathematics got a failure. The draft
 version was not satisfied with both teachers 
and scholars in mathematics. 

•  There is no difference between traditional text
book and the digital book. Example:   



Why failure in Mathematical Digital 
Textbook  

•  MOE decided to postpone the developmen
t of Digital Textbook in mathematics for an 
indefinite period. 

•  Why? 
– Non-existence of good authoring tool for deve

oping mathematics DT. 
– Digital textbook developers did not recognize t

he concept of mathematics digital textbook 
 



Issue 1: Problem of Authoring tool 

•  Korea has failed to develop a good authoring tool f
or mathematics DT. 

•  We used F-desk as an authoring tool, which was d
eveloped by private company. 

•  Actually it was jus a tool to tranfrom PDF files to e-
book. i.e. to attach a ready made video clip or to pr
ovide a solution if students click  

•  F-desk is fine for science and english but it might b
e not good for mathematics because it does not su
pport student’s spontaneous operation which is es
sential for understanding and exploring mathemati
cal concepts.  



Issue 2: Problem of Concept of mat
hematical DT 

•  The key concept of Digital mathematics te
xtbook is students’ operation. 

•  To understand mathematics well and  incre
ase problem solving ability, students has t
o increase gradually the degree of abstract
ness and have a chance to explore proble
ms or to find solution, based on concrete o
peration.  

 



Issue 2 
•  To make mathematics meaningful, we need t

o emphasize the connection between mathe
matical representations and mathematics and
 ordinary life. 

•  Computer can help students activate these t
wo connection through visualization which co
mes from their operation 

•  DT has to accept undertanding, problem solvi
ng, connection. This is related with the reaso
n why we have to use computer in mathemati
cs classroom. 



•  “Computers should be actively utilized to impr
ove understanding of concepts and problem 
solving or thinking abilities in classrooms.” (M
OE, 1997, 2007, 2011) 

•  To do so, we need to emphasize the following
 five key concepts 
– Operation (Concreteness) 
– Discovery (Heursistics)  
– Representation (Internal Connection)                              
– Modeling (External Connection) 
– Meaning (Interesting/External connection) 
 

Issue 2 



Issue 3: New Environment 

•  To activate computer use in mathematics e
ducation, we need a new environment of cl
assrooms where all students can explore a
nd share ideas among students and teach
ers can record and assess students’ activit
ies on computers. 



Issue 3: 
•  This is the Trojan Mouse. 
•  This symbolizes “compute

r in classroom” 
•  A strategy to reform math 

classrooms where teacher
s are too conservative to c
hange their teaching style
s.  

We have succeeded infiltration of the tool like a Troja
n Horse. But, nobody guarantees its successive missi
on because in the Mouse, there is no army, dislike Tr
ojan Horse 



Issue 3 

•  To manage dynamic textbook well, basicall
y we needs notebook and tablet PC for all 
students in their classrooms. 

•  And, teacher’s computer has to use a “lear
ning management system(LMS)” for recor
ding, reviewing and assessing students ac
tivities during class and for connecting stu
dents’ tablet PCs and projector. 



3. Developing Textbook: Exam
ples 



Authoring tool 
•  Cabri LM 
•  This was developed by Cabrilog some years 

ago. 
•  This is an authoring tool for digital textbook ra

ther than an educational software for mathem
atics like Cabri, Cabri 3D, Fathom, and GSP. 

•  Dislike the educational software, Cabri LM is 
very useful for teachers and publishers to des
ign mathematical materials or textbooks 



Examples 
•  Quadratic Curves of grade 11 
•  This is a chapter of the book “Geometry and vecto

rs” 
•  This chapter deals with parabola, ellips, hyperbola 

on Descartes plane. That is, we encourage studen
ts to use algebraic method rather than geometric 
method like construction 

•  Descartes analytic geometry is a geometry rather t
han algebra. Students do not have geometric intuit
ion at the cost of easy problem solving technique o
f algebraic calculation.  



Action-based 
•  Current Mathematics education depends on m

ainly explanation and persuasion by teachers 
•  Mathematics education should focus on explor

ation and connection between concreteness an
d abstraction through concrete operation 

•  It is the concpet of Piagetian reflective abstracti
on 

•  It makes rising of abstraction for students to un
derstand mathematical concepts. 

 



Multi-representation 

•  The above examples show the internal co
nnection between geometric and algebraic
 representation and the interrelation betwe
en three concepts of parabola, hyperbola 
and ellips.  



Problem Solving 

•  Current mathematics education still focus 
on low level problem solving to apply skills
 and knowledge mechanically although hig
her level problem solving is being emphasi
zed.  

•  In digital textbook, instead, problem solvin
g based on exploring process can be intro
duced.  

 



Meaning 

•  The problem of mathematics education is t
hat nobody recognize that mathematics is 
meaningful.  

•  We have to show examples of mathematic
s to be used in our ordinary life. 



4. Applying digital textbook 



My school Project 
•  3 year small scale design experiment project 
•  Goal: To get some issues and challenging points f

or developing DT and to find suggestion points to t
he next national curriclum revision.  

•  1st: quadratic curves (11th grade) 
•  2nd: Circles and proportionality(9th grade) 
•  3rd: linear and quadratic fundtions (8th, 9th grade) 
•  To continue the project, I have to pass the reviewin

g process on the next Feb. 
•  This year we started the work in July 



My school project 
•  Studenst: 4 10th grade students were chosen because 

11th grade students learned already the quadratic curv
es in every school. Instead we invited high level (top 1
0 %) students.  

•  Teacher: My doctoral student 
•  Process: the four students are at the same school. The

 students came to my school on Saturday afternoon, 3 
hours, each of 3 weeks (October) 

•  We uploaded the trial textbook on Samsung Galuxy Ta
b and asked students do act on the Tab. 

•  We had one workshop for teachers to get some feedb
ack (Teachers worried that this might be difficult to ordi
nary students) 



LMS 
•  We used LMS(SamSung Smart School) for teache

rs to monitor each student’ learning situation and t
o provide various specific tasks like homework, ad
ditional project, and discussion topic to specific stu
dents or groups.  

•  It was used for teachers to block students not to u
se some kinds of unacceptable apps like games a
nd internet during their classes. 

•  It allows teachers and students to share their scre
en and contents 



Problem solving 

•  Problem 5. In the half-circle with a diamete
r AB, find the center P of the inscribed circl
e of the half-circle and explain that the set 
of the P is the part of parabola. 

•  Problem solving 

 



Exploring 

•  Activitiy 2: In the figure there is a line l and
 a point F not included in the line. Construc
t a point P which has a same distance fro
m the line l and the point F.  

exploring 



Informal Assessment 

•  Teachers can keep all students’ activities a
nd problem solving process in the comput
er in the classroom by using LMS system. 

•  This can give a chance for using an inform
al assessment for students 

Informal Assessment 



Communication 

•  In applying digital textbook, most interestin
g result was to providing students with exp
erience to communicate their exploring act
ivities 

•  Communication 



5. Futher Challenge 



Teacher Education 
•  In managing a digital textbook, teachers are i

mportant. Teachers have to interfere or somet
imes, guide students’ operation, encourage st
udents communicate with peers and consider
 informal assessment based on students’ acti
vities, which are all unfamiliar experience for 
many teachers in Korea. 

•  We need new kind of teacher training at both 
pre-service and in-servie level.  

 



Curriculum 
•  We must develop mathematics curriculum in 

which, through activities on Digital textbook, s
ome contents can be learned much better tha
n in paper and pencil environment.  

•  Technology should be “substantialized” in ter
ms of specific mathematical concepts in the n
ational curriculum in order to guide or regulat
e the development of digital textbook.  



Facility 

•  To use DT effectively
, the facility with at le
ast 30 tablet PC and 
more than 3 camera
s should be equippe
d in the classrooms.  

•  We need a hugh edu
cational budget. 



Learning practice  

•  Traditional learning practice: “Teachers tal
k and show and students see and hear” w
hich is very passive. 

•  We have to change the practice to the mor
e adaptive practice to students’ spontaneo
us activities. 

•  Changing the practice is not easy. 



Assessment Culture 

•  Digital textbook might make change asses
sment culture of Korean classroom. We ha
ve used only formal written methodology f
or assessment. 

•  We need to develop more dynamic assess
ment operated in digital textbook 



Textbook Institution 

•  In Korea, textbook means only a paper tex
tbook.  

•  When curriculum changes, MOE issues an
 evaluation index to be used at the step of 
approval of textbook.  

•  We need to develop the index for DT. 



Conclusion 

•  Today, I have introduced a digital textbook 
for mathematics education.  

•  It is an action based textbook to make mat
hematics more dynamic and interesting for
 students.  

  



Conclusion 

•  However, we have to change many points 
in educational environment: teacher educa
tion, educational policy/institution, assess
ment culture, curriculum, school facility, le
arning practice 

•  This is not easy task!!   



    I have a dream…. 





Microworld 

Euclid expl
ores somet
hing with c
ompasses 
with his coll
eagues an
d students. 



 

But, I don’t have a drone!! 



• Everybody knows we have the ro
yal load to solve all problems at a
 breath!! 

•  It is a day-dream rather than a dr
eam 

•  I will keep my dream continously. 


